Coolest Gadgets

Honda's new 3E (Empower, Experience, Empathy) Robotics Concept
Samsung's new 146-inch TV
Vuzix Blade augmented reality glasses supports Alexa
Movi smartphone: $599 Android phone with integrated projector that can project 720p videos.
Interesting Gadgets

MARS EarBuds: translate what is being said in real-time
World’s First Rollable OLED TV

LG Display
Volocopter, personal flying machine showcased by Intel has 18-rotors
LENOVO SMART DISPLAY
with Google Assistant, Google Maps, YouTube,
a built-in CPU, GPU, Wi-Fi
and Bluetooth
Emerging Technology

Voice Ecosystem Is Rapidly Expanding
Voice Ecosystem Is Rapidly Expanding

Amazon Alexa partnerships:
- **Panasonic** (car infotainment)
- **Byton** (Chinese electric cars)
- **Toyota** (car infotainment)
- **Whirlpool** (washers, dryers, refrigerators, ovens)
- **Bose, Jabra** (headphones)
- **Vuzix** (augmented reality smartglasses)

Google Assistant partnerships:
- **LG** (washing machines and dryers, refrigerators, ovens, dishwashers, vacuums, air purifiers)
- **JBL** (headphones, smart speakers)
- **Sony** (smart TV’s)
- **DISH** (satellite TV)
- **D-Link** (smart home security devices, electrical appliances)
- **Schlage** (smart locks)
Car Dashboards And Windshields Are Being Reimagined As New Surfaces For Digital Experience
New Digital Surfaces Are Rapidly Proliferating,
The Internet Of Things Is Becoming Real For Healthcare

Laroche-Posay’s UV Sense is a battery-free UV sensor that tracks UV exposure.
Worst of CES
Internet-Connected Toilet That Tracks Every (Bowel) Movement You Make
The FoldiMate is a machine that folds your laundry for you: It costs $980
“MECH RACING” . . .
8,000-pound robot that moves at the breakneck speed of an electric golf cart.
GE has its iMicrowave (it’s called a Kitchen Hub)
Most Unusual of CES

Animal-Shaped Bluetooth Speakers
AirSelfie: a drone that fits into a separate charging dock from your phone
Razer's Massive Mechanical Keyboard
Toyota's e-Palette Concept Vehicle for new mobility service business

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bniK9Eqgnw4
and the list goes on, and on, and on, and on, and...